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State Should Compensate Victims

by HEIDI BECKER
The recommendations proposed in Georgia
that I discussed during the past four issues of the
INKWELL are but a fraction of the victim issues
needing serious attention. For example, the Presi
dent's Task Force on Victims of Crime recommends
the abolition of the controversial "exclusionary
rule" which now operates to render relevant
evidence inadmissible in criminal trials if it was
gathered as a result of improper police conduct.
Other recommendations would toughen bail
laws, in part by allowing courts to deny bail to per
sons considered dangerous to the community. The
Task Force also recommends the enactment of
legislation to abolish parole and limit judicial
discretion in sentencing, with the new result that of
fenders would serve the full sentence imposed for
their crimes reduced only by good time credits ac
tually earned.
Unfortunately, all victims of crime, regardless
of age, suffer doubly; first they are victimized in
their homes and then the more insidious victimiza
tion starts when the criminal justice system starts to
maul away at them. Moreover, if the process itself
is not made more humanitarian, the participation

rate among victims and witnesses will continue to
plod at low levels, thus keeping the conviction rate a
depressingly retarted one.
The values of society and the seriousness with
which they are held are measured by the penalties
imposed when they are violated. As well as express
ing society's disapproval, the penalty for a criminal
act should do everything possible to help make the
victim whole. Although not a panacea, restitution
to the victim should be considered in every case
whether or not the criminal is incarcerated. But
because our restitution law is unyielding to this con
cept, compensation laws are needed.
Compensation by the state should be provided.
At a bare minimum, provision should be made for
the medical services that the victim requires as a
result of the crime. Furthermore, it would seem
reasonable that the state should reimburse the vic
tim for the costs, including the costs of lost
worktime, entailed in being a*witness for the state.
Georgia's first compensation bill was recently
approved by the full Senate, and the House bill
passed the Judiciary Committee and is currently in
the Rules Committee. According to state Represen
tative Jack Kingston, the bill may have trouble get

ting out of the Rules Committee and therefore will
have to be reintroduced next year.
Proposals for victim compensation and for
alleviating victim's suffering during the court pro
cess, constitute only minor tinkering with the
Criminal Justice System.
Intimidation and harrassment are common oc
currences before or in a court of law. If the defen
dant gains access to the victim's address or
telephone number, then mysterious happenings
may occur. And if the defense attorney pressures
the victim for information, that information is used
at the victim's disadvantage. While I understand the
Georgia Supreme Court Justices' feeling on the
issue, perhaps a compromise could be settled. The
victim, defense attorney, and prosecutor could meet
in a government office where the defense attorney
could question the victim to accurately prepare his
defense, as opposed to releasing the victim's ad
dress and phone number. If we did this, more vic
tims would testify, thus insuring a fair trial.
While the child courtroom may be a "bit over
board" as attorney Alex Zipperer stated, it is also a
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Rhee Explains U.S- Japan Relations
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On Thursday, February 27, 1986, Dr. Steve Rhee of
the Department of Government lectured on U. S.
— Japan Relations of the 1980's." Rhee s presenta
tion, the fifth installment of this year' Faculty Lec
ture Series, began by stating that the "geopolitical
location" of Japan at the hub of the Pacific-Asian
region and its "resource paucity [lack of
resources]" are the two key elements which in
fluence Japanese foreign policy. With the USSR,
Korea, the People's Republic of China, Taiwan and
the USA all surrounding Japan, and Japan's
dependency on foreign trade, Japan has (since WW
II) successfully adopted a "policy of politica
neutrality in foreign affairs while^ expanding
economic relations wherever possible.
This policy was s u c c e s s f u l until t h e
mid-1970's, when a change in the international
situation and Japan's emergence as an economic
world power made the former diplomatic policy
obselete.
U. S. — Japan relations have remained on
solid ground these past years despite incidents
which couid have caused severe strains on t e re a
tionship: the sinking of a Japanese freighter upon
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collision
with
a rU.r S.
nuclear-powered
submarine;
left-wing members of Japan's government roaringup over a reference to "an alliance" between the U.
S. and Japan in an official communique; and an
outcrying in Japan over discovering that nucleararmed U. S. warships transited Japanese waters and
made regular port-calls for years.
The chief reason for the solid state of this rela
tionship is the Japanese public's realization that "as
Japan seeks a more independent and assertive role
in world affairs, its fundamental national interests
coincide more and more with those of the U. S....
the Japanese still see their relations with the U. S. as
being more important to their national security and
to their economic welfare than those with any other
country."
Rhee, who is fluent in four languages and
literate in five, added that the recent announcement
by the Japanese government to establish a memorial
scholarship fund for the deceased six American
astronauts and science teacher Chris McCauliff
"certainly is a magnanamous action to promote the
'goodwill' of U. S. — J apan relations."
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Burke Again Bombards Administration

In last year's April 12 issue of the INKWELL
an editorial was published entitled "Burke Blasts
Administration." As the author of that editorial, I
attempted to uncover some administrative trickery
and reveal to all ASC students the "raw deal" they
were receiving. My purpose was two-fold. First, I
hoped to incite the student body to apply pressure
to those in the Administration Building who so
heroicly mislead us. Secondly, I (foolishly) believed
that an expose, void of fiction, might move the
powers that be to consider a more judicious course
of action. (Boy was I wrong!!)
As I see it, student pressure matters little,
because a more judicious course of action on the
administration's part hasn't occurred and hardly
seems likely to begin.
Another year of Administative neglect has pro
voked me to again speak out for the ASC
students...SO here I go again!
Before I get all the athletes on campus mad at
me let me state that I am a supporter of our athletic
program. I supported the decision to move to Divi
sion 1 status. I helped promote ASC Booster Bus
trips. I regularly attend games in various sports. My
sole objection is that ASC students are being active
ly mislead as to the cost of our athletic program.
In my 4 years here at Armstrong, I have
observed a problem that has increased like a
snowball rolling downhill. No attempt has been
made to act upon it and it has grown larger and
larger. As with the snowball, this problem, if re
mained unchecked, will continue to gain in size and
momentum as it crashes down upon its ultimate
target, a four year college named Armstrong.
All ASC students pay both a Student Activities
fee($20) and an Athletic fee($50) in their tuition per
quarter. The Student Activities fee pays for such
things as the INKWELL, GEECHEE, concerts,
dances, intramurals, and other student activities.
The athletic fee pays for our Collegiate Athletic
Program.
In 1984, when Armstrong made the decision to
move its athletic program to Division 1 status (over

a several year period), the Athletic fee was doubled.
ASC students understood that the move would be
costly and supported it fully. We were assured that
the increased athletic fee would be sufficient to
cover costs. However, quite the contrary occurred.
The athletic fee didn't cover the athletic costs. Fur
thermore, the Administration DID NOT inform the
student body of this shortcoming.
Instead, the Administration chose to do some
financial finagling, bookeeping banditry in the first
degree!
The athletic program, which ran in the red in
1984, was bailed out (unknowingly) by the Student
Activities budget which ran in the black. That is to
say the Business Office stealthfully shifted funds
from the Student Activities budget, whose reci
pients spent less than they were alloted (within their
budget) to Athletics, who spent more than they
were alloted (over their budget) to cover a gross
miscalculation. Alas—punishment for fiscal
responsibility!
What's so bad about a little fancy accounting
you might ask. Everybody does it. There are several
things wrong with this shuffling of funds. First, the
students were not informed. If it weren't for
publications such as the INKWELL they would
never know! The ASC student body agreed to pay
for the move to Division 1. The Administration
raised the athletic fee. It didn't cover the costs.
Can't the Administration come out and admit we
need more money for athletics?
Second, the student's trust of the Armstrong
administration fell sharply. If they do this, what
else do they do?!
In 1985, lightning struck again. This time,
however, not only was surplus from the Student Ac
tivities budget diverted to cover the overexpenditures of Athletics, but money was diverted
BEFORE the fact from the Student Activities
budget to athletics. Instead of the $120,000 that was
supposed to be budgeted to the Student Activities
budget only $120,000 was—a $5,000 cut to add to
the $30,000 in surplus that exchanged account
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ledgers. This time, as President of the SGA, I was
assured by President Burnett that this was but a
temporary measure and things would be returned to
"normal" next year. But, guess what boys and
girls, the snowball got bigger!!
This year, 1986, according to enrollment
statistics, the Student Activities fee to be collected
should total approximately $160,000. The SGA has
been under the impression that it will only receive
$120,000 (in addition, of course to the surplus that
mysteriously isn't there).
I wonder where it went? To make matters
worse, the Business Office has even drained ac
counts of the Student Activities Office. Revenue
from the game room (money used to pay minimum
wage to student workers who are trying to afford
college), movie ticket sales, I.D. picture account, all
have been diverted for a "higher" cause.
I feel, as I have felt before, that ASC students
are not even being considered in Administrative
decision making. We are neccessarily being kept in
the dark about the "real" cost of Athletics while
other student programs suffer the hand of injustice.
I hope that this trend will change. Administra
tion should be involving the student body, not ig
noring it.
I use the analogy of the snowball because I
think it appropriate. It appears to me that Arm
strong has a problem that grows worse every year
and threatens more than student programs. What
can the snowball gobble next? What program will
be cut out? Are we going to use funds designated
for the education of our students? Draw the line!
RAISE THE A THLETIC FEE!!!
Armstrong is a fine institution. I feel privileged
to have had the-opportunity to both obtain an
education here and serve my fellow students. I will
proudly carry my degree from Armstrong the rest
of my life. I sincerely hope, however, that Arm
strong State College will still be around when reu
nion time comes.
—JON BURKE, GEECHEE EDITOR

See FUNDS on page 10
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Student Blasts CUB:
Nonexistant Publicity
In response to all of the articles aimed at en
couraging student participation in various ac
tivities, this editorial is soley directed to the
members of the College Union Board (CUB). For
more reasons than one, a strong communication
gap exists between ASC students and CUB, thus
wasting hundreds of dollars in student's tuitions.
The members of CUB have a responsibility to en
courage student support, yet they neglect to pro
mote student awareness of the various perfor
mances and programs offered at ASC.
For example, on Thursday, February 27 at 9:00
p.m., Tim Malchak and Dwight Rucker performed
in the Memorial College Center. The majority of
the crowd agreed that Malchak and Rucker were the
best entertainers to perform at ASC this year. The
problem is that the entire crowd consisted of Mr.
and Mrs. A1 Harris, Miss ASC, the SGA President,
four CUB members, four student activity
assistants, three security guards, and five other scat
tered guests. Twenty people bothered to show up,
and only fifteen were students, ten of whom always
contribute their time and energy to school activities.
For an $800.00 entertainment fee, that averages out
to $53.33 per student in attendance. A vast amount
of drinks, party favors, and decorated tables were
available at no charge. The school alcohol policy

was also in effect for ASC students old enough (by
law) to consume alcohol.
Those of us highly embarrassed students that
showed up agreed that the CUB was at fault for
their severe lack in the promotion of Malchak and
Rucker. Ask yourself, did you know about the con
cert? Personally, the only was I knew was because
A1 H arris asked me the day before the concert to
help him out. Various CUB members (names
withheld to protect the guilty) were even unaware of
the concert. How can they promote a concert that
they don't even know about? They can't, and that is
exactly why a communication gap exists. It's time
for CUB to wake up and smell the coffee before we
lose all great acts like Malchak and Rucker. CUB
members need to focus their attentions on protmoting these great acts that are a handsome amount
of our tuition. Wake up and get busy before our
CUB becomes known as the College Union Bore.
On March 14, Hot Shandy will be performing
at ASC. CUB member Lee Harrell has assured me
that their performance "will be heavily publicized
up and down the campus." I encourage ASC
students to look around and view bulletin boards
for future ASC events. Hibernating season is over,
so it's time for CUB to come out and communicate
with the real world.
—CHARLES WHALEN

Campaign '86: A Democratic Perspective
As the 1988 Presidential Campaign nears, it is
time f or the Democratic Party to reevaluate itself.
The past two elections have not only been losses,
but devastating landslide victories for the
Republicans and Ronald Reagan. The Democratic
defeats in 1980 and 1984 were not only personal
disappointments for Jimmy Carter and Walter
Mondale; they were also very hard pills for all
Democrats to swallow. For the American public
had not only voiced its approval of Reagan, but
also a repudiation of the old style, New Deal
liberalism which has marked Democratic Party
politics since the days of Franklin Roosevelt. And
so, as the new campaign approaches, the Democrats
must be prepared to present a new national outlook
of concerns which cannot constantly be branded as
spend-thrift liberalism.
This attempt at projecting a new image is
reflected in the Party's candidates for the Presiden
cy. Without an incumbent running for re-election,
there will probably be a lot of hopefuls for the Oval
Office. These hopefuls will definately try to appear
less liberal and more centrist in their politics. And
this is important. For if the Democrats are unable
to convince the public of a desire for more conser
vative policies, they are liable to repeat the debacles
of 1980 and 1984.
The first Democrat most considered the he
apparent to the nomination would be Ted Kennedy.
And before his announcement to the contrary,
many people felt sure that he would run agJ""!"
1988. But he said he will not run, and this is clearly
for the best. His liberalism would be an easy target
for the conservatives in the south, and the Party
needs the south to win the White House. Thus it ap

pears that because of his liberalism and the
memories of 1980, Ted Kennedy will not run for the
Presidency this time or ever again.
The next favorite would have to be Gary Hart.
But with Hart's position as the front runner at this
embryonic stage of the race, he could be in trouble.
With the early attention, his "new ideas" are apt to
come under a lot of intense scrutiny. And such new
attention leads into the biggest problems for Hart.
His oratorical skills resemble those of a tax lawyer,
for he is totally unable to reach beyond vague
generalities. As in 1984, Hart's end will be sealed by
his inability to communicate with average
Americans. Thus, Gary Hart will not be able to
come as close to a political miracle in 1988 as he did
in 1984.
Beyond these known figures, there comes a
slew of new names. Joe Biden and Ben Bradley top
the list of possible challengers coming from the US
Senate. But neither is very well known outside of his
home state. This problem of name recognition will
also plague such possibilities as Rockefeller, Robb
and Gephardt. All of these men are trying to bring
back a new look to the Democrats. But their
anonymity will doom their minute chances for the
nomination.
Therefore, it seems the best alternative the
Democrats have is Mario Cuomo of New York. His
work as Governor would definately qualify him as
an able administrator. Secondly, unlike Gary Hart,
Cuomo is able to communicate with average
Americans on issues which concern them. And here
Cuomo has the edge, for from this advantage, the
Governor is able to gather much more support from
various ethnic and economic groups. And finally,

Cuomo's popularity in New York is important in
securing the state's electoral votes in a general elec
tion. But more than the fact that he is popular in
New York is the fact that his popularity also
spreads throughout National Democrats. This
popularity will be a key if the Democrats want to
swing such eastern states as Illinois, Pennsylvania,
and Ohio.
But just winning the northern states will not
win the Presidency. The Democrats must also make
a strong challenge in the southern states of the
Union. If Cuomo could be paired with a Vice
Presidential candidate like Senator Lloyd Bentsen
of Texas, then the Democrats would be moving in
the right direction. For while Cuomo is pop ular in
the north, Bentsen is also well liked in his native
Texas, a very important southern state. And his
economic conservatism could play well in the staun
chly conservative south.
While the Cuomo-Bentsen pair may be the
"dream ticket," it is not the only thing which will
win the Presidency. For if the Democrats are to
recapture the White House and provide a viable
alternative to the Republicans, they must undergo a
policy overhaul. No longer can the liberals merely
hide behind the ideals and programs of the New
Deal, for the American people have changed. The
Democrats must offer innovation and imagination
again in their policies and turn away from their
same old liberalism which has marked their recent
defeats. Today, the Democrats must offer the same
daring that brought forth the New Deal, the New
Freedom, and the New Frontier. For if the
Democrats fail to offer a true, viable challenge in
1988, the only real race will be in the Republican
Primaries.
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Jazz Man

Saxophonist Jim Jenkins will be the guest
soloist with the Armstrong State College Jazz
Ensemble at their Monday March 10th concert in
the ASC Fine Arts Auditorium. Jenkins, a native of
Kentucky, served as a U.S. Navy musician for twen
ty years. For three of those years he held the jazz
tenor saxophone chair with the Naval Academy
band at Annapolis. He also directed the CINCPAC
band, leading the group on promotional tours of
Australia, Japan and Hong Kong. Upon his retire
ment from the Navy he enrolled at Armstrong,
graduating in 1974 with a degree in accounting.
Now a CPA, he lives and works in Beaufort, South
Carolina and performs frequently in the area, in
cluding eight years with the Ken Palmer group.
He'll be performing Lalo Schifrin's "You, Me
and the Spring" (originally recorded by Stan Getz),
the Oliver Nelson classic "Stolen Moments," Ernie
Wilkins' "Little Stoop" and a lush arrangement of
the Richard Rodgers standard "My Romance."
The 20-piece ASC Jazz Ensemble, directed by
Randall Reese, will also perform works by Thad
Jones, Duke Ellington, Chuck Mangione and an
original composition by Ensemble saxophonist Jon
Moore. The 8pm concert is free and the public is
welcome.

Go Bowl
Congratulations to the Armstrong College
Bowl Team!! The team placed 3rd out of 18 teams
in the Region VI tournament which was held at the
University of Florida February 21 and 22. In addi
tion to "beating such teams as Auburn, Florida
State, and the University of Miami, Armstrong
team member Tom Waters won the Most Valuable
Player trophy, which was awarded to the individual
scoring the most points in the tournament.
The travelling team was composed of Ashley
Barnwell, Lorelei Charters, Bob Jones, Buck
Meeks, and Tom Waters, and was coached by Kris
Brockmeier.
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favorite contestants. Rick Zakrajeck who was spon
sored by Phi Mu took first place and received a
$20.00 gift certificate from Spanky's on Southside.
Ben Morris received second place and a certificate
from Moby Dick Deli. Alpha Gam wishes to thank
all those who participated and helped to make the
buns contest such a success. Thanks to everyone's
help we raised $185.00 for JDF!!
On Friday February 14th sisters held their an
nual Krush Party at sister Julie Simmons fiancee's
house. Incidentially, Julie became engaged to Rick
Priester on Valentines Day!! Congratulations Julie
and Rick!
Since this is the last issue of the Inkwell to be
published this quarter, Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to wish everyone a safe and Happy St. Patrick's
Day as well as a spectacular Spring Break!!!!

Phi Mu
by PM SCOOP
Well, once again — Congratulations Rick!!
Rick was recently announced the winner of the Mr.
Buns contest sponsored by Alpha Gamma Delta.
Rick teamed up with Jim Pollman as Phi Mu's two
nominations in the contest. Phi Mu is also looking
forward to another possible win... Pilo Polo. This
quarter Phi Mu will also be participating in Pilo
Polo.
Phi Mu would like to congratulate the baseball
team on an excellent start of their season. We would
also like to reaffirm our support of the Pirates. Phi
Mu is looking forward to attending the Big South
Tournament. We will also be submitting a banner
to show our support!!
In the near future Phi Mu's officers will be
changing hands. Good Luck to those Phi Mu's
Running for office!

Your future...Your mind..
Our business

'ears

Armstrong
•

Alpha Gam

_

1935-1985

ESTATE COLLEGE

Teach
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers Organiza
tion needs teacher applicants in all fields from
Kindergarden through College to fill over six hun
dred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad.
Since 1968, this organization has been finding
vacancies and locating teachers both in foreign
countries and in all fifty states. There are lists of
hundreds of current openings along with informa
tion as to scholarships, grants, and fellowships.
The principle problem with first year teachers
is where to find jobs.
This information is FREE and comes at an op
portune time when there are more teachers than
teaching positions.
Should you wish additional information about
this organization, you may write The National
Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers,
Box 5231, Portland, Oregon 97208.

Books
The Department of Government
is sponsoring a "Corrections
Through Education" book project.
We are collecting all types of books
to be given to the Coastal Correc
tional Institution's library.
All books can be dropped off at
the Department of Government by
March 17, 1986. If you have any
questions please contact George E.
Brown at 927-5296.
Your help in this effort will be
greatly appreciated.
Books Can Also Be Picked Up
By Request.

Savannah

by ALPHA GAM ANNIE
Gamma Rho chapter just elected our 1986-87
officers. We are proud to have Rosemary Ware as
our new President; Lynn Norris as VicePresident/Frat.Ed; Mary Bums as Rush Chairman;
Stephanie Norman as House Chairman; Sharon
Stout as Recording Secretary; Melissa Brown as
Social Standards; and Julie Simmons as Publicity.
Congratulations to all newly elected officers!! We
are proud of the job the previous officers have done
during the past year including Lynn Norris who
served as a dedicated, enthusiastic and simply
"marvelous" President of AGD!!!
Members of Alpha Gam were busy during the
week of February 14th-20th raising money for
Juvenile Diabetes. On Saturday, members with the
help of Savannah Sweets raised $76.00 in contribu
tions while holding a joint Alpha Gam/Savannah
Sweet Day in the Oglethorpe Mall.
In trying to involve students and organizations,
Alpha Gam held a buns contest in order to raise
more money for JDF! Contestants were
photographed and these photos were displayed
along with cannisters in the MCC cafeteria Feb
17-20th. By money votes students voted for their

1937 //§—

1985

Can you g„ess how many audenu hove gradual from Armstrong Suae College be,ween 1937

Prizes will be awarded to the students whose guesses are closest to the actual total.
Contest sponsored by the the Student Alumni Council, a student organization which
liaison between Armstrong students and the Alumni Association.
EEf^1^^?^P m" RCtUrn Cntry f°rmS l°thC °ffice of

NAME.

Alumni

38 3

Affairs, located

.PHONE#.

ADDRESS.

interested in becoming a memb-

I believe that.

^

students have graduated from Armstrong State College between

1937 and 1985.
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HOT SHANDY
The zany duo Hot Shandy will appear at
Emcees (MCC) from 5 to 7 pm, Friday, March 14,
1986. Rick Bouley and Jim Magill, two roguish
musicians who formed this group in 1978 will pre
sent a high-powered, enthusiastic show that has left
audiences panting for more from Pittsburgh to
Laredo and from Michigan to Key West.
Ever heard an 18th century disco tune? Want
to hear Beethoven on Kazooas? Hot Shandy plays
contemporary acoustic music that is fun to listen to.
Homespun music form the North Carolina hills
mixes traditional and original songs with a lively
humor for today's audiences. Drawing from
sources like Mike Cross, the Red Clay Ramblers,
and Monty Python or playing their own goofy com
positions, this group is a fine example of current
trends in American acoustic music.
Jim and Rick started playing together as street
musicians at Key West's famed Mallory Square

sunset. They were soon asked to appear regularly at
Ernest Hemingway's old drinking spot, Sloppy
Joe's. Between their home area of Chapel Hill,
North Carolina and their haunts in Key West they
soon developed their own style of humor and
sharpened it to a fine edge, and hit the interstates in
search of fame and fortune in the glittering, fastpaced world of acoustic music.
They have produced two albums: Paradise
A in't Cheap and A merica Is Dancin' Again, played
hundreds of colleges, a couple million bars and
countless street fairs, festivals, private parties,
church gatherings and other illegal assemblies and
left hordes of screaming fans clamoring for more of
their infectious blend of raw wit, humor and
spirited music.
The concert is free for all A.S.C. students. The
alcohol policy will apply. Don't miss this great duo
for some "Irish insanity" before St. Patricks Day.

Government Department Holds Career Day
By HEIDI BECKER
The difficulties students experience when mak
ing the transition from school to work has been
recognized as a serious problem. One way to help
ease this transition is to provide students with ac
curate career guidance information. By acquiring
specific knowledge in the vaious occupations in our
economy students can become aware of the oppor
tunities and alternatives that are available for their
abilities and aspirations.
During the past year, there has been a rising
consciousness brewing within the Department of
Government of the need to provide career planning
opportunities and programs for students. So on
February 20, the department embarked on the
maiden voyage Career Day from 11:30- 1:30 in the
faculty dining room. The purpose of this event was
to present a wide variety of rewarding careers and
opportunities in which students can play influential
and constructive roles in a changing world.
Department of Government Chairman Dr.
William Megathlin said the inception of this idea
rooted during a departmental meeting. Apparently
the faculty felt that there are a number of career op
portunities in the area of government that undecid
ed majors were not aware of. While the department
always has an abundant supply of brochures
available about various job opportunities, Dr.
Megathlin felt it would be more effective to bring
students to share information regarding the advan
tages, disadvantages, education or training needs,
working conditions, number of workers, and
typical earnings.
With potentially valuable people of all ages
foundering for lack of sound advice on choosing
the right career in the first place and, later, adapting
when necessary to changing circumstances, the need
for such an event would seem obvious. Among the
agencies that attended Career Day were local, state,
and federal law enforcement agencies, a represen
tative from the Georgia Ports Authority, the
Georgia State Merit System, and the Office of Per
sonnel Management.
Students attending Career Day could inquire
about job prospects as a U.S. Deputy Marshall,
Court Adminstrator, and Criminal Investigator.
Other agencies in attendance were the F.B.I.,
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D.E.A., Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the
Georgia State patrol.
There are new and exciting kinds of work
emerging daily and this makes career selection more
difficult. But it also offers the prospect of ac
complishment to those who are fortunate enough to
link up with the right careers. Nowadays, that piece
of paper otherwise known as a college degree is not
a one-way ticket to fame and fortune. The truth is
that after graduation, your education has only just
begun.
Dr. Megathlin feels that the college needs to
ease the transition from student to full-time worker.
He said, "Perhaps in the Arts and Sciences we have
not done such a good job of linking up with career
options, so Career Day was indeed an effort to im
prove this' situation for students."
One of the items on the agenda at the next
Department of Government faculty meeting will be
a discussion concerning whether or not Career Day
should be structured as an annual event. Out of the
estimated 250 students who attended, approximate
ly 150 were either political science or criminal
justice majors, and 100 were either majoring in
other areas or were undeclared majors.

In our constantly changing economy, informa
tion on future career opportunities and educational
requirements is necessary if students are to be
prepared for the working elite, so future plans for
an Arts and Sciences Career Day have been men
tioned to enable students to further explore the
parameters of tomorrows careers.
There is a lot of front-end work to line the dif
ferent agencies up for a Career Day because they
generally need a few months to get displays, infor
mation, and available representatives to attend. All
in all, it appears that the event was a success and
Dr. Megathlin feels that it was worth the investment
of time and energy to build a Career Day.
Let's face it, no matter how demeaning the
task, no matter how it dulls the senses, and breaks
the spirit, one must work. Yet work can be one of
life's most beneficial experiences because a job can
offer pride and achievement and an opportunity for
personal growth. Today it is possible to examine
and evaluate one's abilities, hopes, and ambitions.
It's possible to explore many career possibilities
through reading, counseling, and contracts with
people in various occupations through events held
at Armstrong such as Career Day.
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fl/C JPOfiTJ
by MICHAEL J. KILPATRICK Jr.

Pirate Baseball Preview 486

During the past three years, Coach Joe Roberts
and his Pirate baseball teams have accumulated an
astounding 172-55 win-loss record. Last year, the
Pirates posted an impressive 57-18 mark. So, what
is the outlook for this year?
Coach Roberts is cautiously optimistic. Early
season injuries and untimely departures by new
(would be) players are good reasons. Still, ASC is
now 4-0 on the new season with wins over
Bridgewater, 13-6 and 15-8, and Georgia
Tech(ranked No. 22 in NCAA Division I), 12-11
and 7-6. A key injury was sustained by All-Big
South pitcher Chuck Christopher. He will be hard
to replace. Yet, Roberts has lost key players before
and new leaders have always stepped forth.
Seven Juniors and Seniors, Pirate returnees,
will have to answer that call. Among them is the
team captain: pitcher Ricky Meeks. Meeks had an
outstanding season last year for Armstrong as he
posted a 10-1 record and 1.83 earned run average.
Another returnee who will be called on for leader
ship is Senior Rick Zakrajsek. Zakrajsek went 10-6
with a 2.60 earned run average. Last season, he lost
a heartbreaker 1-0 at Florida State while pitching a
sparkling 2-hit game. Senior Mike Maus is the other
veteran on ASC's young pitching staff. Maus
posted a 3-1 record and 3.71 earned run average. In
relief, he tallied six saves. The remaining returnees
can be found in the field.
First baseman Charlie Broad and third
baseman Ryan Byers bolster a young group of infielders. Broad is a versatile athlete who not only
plays first, but had a sparkling .368 batting average,

6 home runs, 46 runs batted in and 22 stolen bases.
Ryan Byers is a redshirt freshman. He had a .333
batting average before sustaining a season-ending
injury last year. In the outfield, ASC has two
veterans in Kevin Stafford and Calvain Culberson.
Stafford, like Broad, also doubles as a part-time
pitcher. In 1985, he sported a .357 batting average,
one homer, 24 runs batted in and 17 stolen bases.
His fellow returnee, Calvain Culberson, had a fine
team batting average by batting .359 himself. He
also had 16 stolen bases.
Many of the faces on our 1986 Pirate's
baseball team are new ones. In fact, thirteen are
new. Leading the pack of newcomers are Jim
Evans, Micky Peyton, Mike Mitchener, David
Massingill, and Scott Ellis. Evans is a talented
transfer from ABAC who will play shortstop for
ASC. In two years at Tifton, Jim had an overall
.318 batting average while only striking out 17
times. Mickey Peyton transfers from Florida Junior
College where he set 8 JUCO records. He carries a
.339 career batting average, stole 76 bases and has
6.6 speed.
Scott Ellis is ASC's main catcher. The Benedic
tine graduate (and Middle Georgia transfer) turned
down a pro offer from St. Louis and came here in
stead. David Massingil and Mike Mitchener
headline the new pitchers. Massingil comes to ASC
from Darlington High School with a career 23-3
record, 1.88 earned run average and 208 strike outs.
Mitchener, who also played roundball for Coach
Bryner, comes from Mississenewa High School with
some impressive stats. He had a 4-2 record, a 1.54

1985-86 ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
MEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
DATE

PLACE

OPPONENT

March 5, Wednesday
March 6, Thursday
March 9, Sunday
March 15, Saturday
March 16, Sunday
March 16, Sunday
March 20, Thursday
March 21, Friday
March 22, Saturday
March 28, Friday
March 30, Sunday
March 31, Monday
April 3, Thursday

TIME

Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Hilton Head
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Augusta College
Macon
Armstrong State College
Conway, SC
Conway, SC
Hilton Head

Campbell University
Emory and Henry Univ.
Guilford College
Winthrop College
Middle Tenn. St. Univ.
Howard University
University of Akron
Augusta College
Mercer University
Bowling Green Univ.
Radford University
Coastal Carolina College
Central Conn. State Uni.

2:30
2:30
11:00
10:00
10:00
1:30
2:00
10:30
2:30
10:00
9:30
2:00

1985-86 ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
WOMEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
DATE
March 8, 9, 10
March 15, Saturday
March 24, Monday
March 25, Tuesday
March 26, Wednesday
March 27, Thursday
March 28, Friday
April 2, Wednesday

PLACE
Ga. Intercollegiate Tourney
Ga. Tech & Emory University
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Armstrong State College
Hilton Head Island
Armstrong State College

OPPONENT

Winthrop
Youngstown Univ.
Jacksonville Univ.
Sweetbriar College
Bethel
East Tennessee Univ.
Georgia Southern

TIME

10:00
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:30
3:00

earned run average, 10 home runs and 43 runs bat
ted in.
Several other players round out Robert's team.
Ken Koebrich is a transfer from Illinois who will see
a lot of playing time in the ASC bullpen this year.
Curt Sutton comes to ASC from Swainsboro High
School. His 90 consecutive stolen bases are a na
tional high school record. Mike Cassala comes from
Florida Junior College where he was a defensive
star.
Trent Myers is a pitcher from Benedictine who
is still recovering from a Fall football injury. Eric
Chalus is a Community College transfer from Pen
nsylvania who can both pitch and hit. Greg Richard
is yet another transfer who can also pitch and hit.
Last year he had 6 home runs and 40 runs batted in.
Bryon Wagner comes to us from Groves High
School. As a pitcher, Bryon was 6-3 with a 2.76
earned run average. He walked only 14 while strik
ing out 71 in 63 innings.
You have just met your team, but why suppport them? Well, they are winners. Over the last
three years, ASC has beaten the likes of Georgia
Tech, Georgia Southern, West Virginia, Davidson,
South Carolina and Indiana. ASC has had profes
sional signees in their last four recruiting classes.
What more do you want? SUPPORT YOUR
PIRATES NOW!
Home dates coming up are: March 7 and 8
against Duke University; March 9 against Ohio
Wesleyan U.; and March 12,13, and 14 against
West Virginia.
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ASC Booter Selected
by ROBERT EDENFIELD

Photo by J. Guile

Steve Muccillo

Forward Steve Muccillo was selected to the Big
South All-Conference soccer team. Steve was the
only player named from Armstrong in the In
augural year of the Big South Conference.
Steve, who attended Forest Park High School
in Forest Park, Georgia near Atlanta, is accustom
ed to standing out on the soccer field. While he
stands at only 5'2" he is a very dominating factor
on the field. In high school, he was an offensive
standout. In his junior year in high school he was
All-County MVP in offense and he made the
Clayton county select team. As a senior Steve made
the Ga. State High School team and was MVP at
Forest Park. Also he was All-county Honorable
mention and named to the All-Metro select team.
To top it all off he finished 15 th in the state in scor
ing.
Steve has been very successful in college as
well. As a freshman he had 5 goals and 5 assists to
his credit and he made two tournament teams - the
Methodist Invitational and the Armstrong Invita
tional. And as a sophomore, Steve had 13 goals and
5 assists. He also had a hat trick at 3 goals against
Columbus College. The INKWELL extends its con
gratulations to Steve Muccillo.

The Men's Tennis Team is in
need of players. Anyone in
terested in playing tennis for
the PIRA TES should contact
Dr. Patterson (History
Dept.) for more information.
In addition to regular office
hours, the weight room in the
gym
will
be
open
5:00-6:00pm
Monday
through Friday, and
12:00-5:00pm Saturdays and
Sundays.

1986 American League East Preview
by MICHAEL J. KILPA TRICK Jr.
1985 was the year for the Blue Jays and
Yankees in the tough American League Eastern
division. 1984 had been the Tiger's season. As the
opening day of the 1986 season draws nearer,
speculation about the would-be pennant winner
runs rampant. Will Toronto repeat? Are the
Yankees too tough? Can Detroit rebound? Is this a
Boston year? I can answer all of these questions in
five words - no, no, yes, and no.
The Detroit Tigers' season flopped last year
basically due to three things: injuries, age and an
unusually off year at the plate. Sure, the Tiger s 202
home runs were second only to Baltimore in all of
baseball, but "homers aren't everything," accor
ding to manager Sparkey Anderson,
you can t
win a pennant if you can't hit consistently.
ge
was another contributing factor. Once reliable pit
chers Milt Wilcox and Aurelio Lopez became feeble
shadows of their former selves, the burden on the
Tiger's already depleted pitching staff increased.
Injuries to Lance Parrish, Alan Trammell and Dave
Bergman multiplied Tiger woes, but all of this is in
the past.
(
1986 is a new year and Detroit had plenty
time to look back on their disappointing 1985
season. 1986 won't be disappointing. The Tigers
improved an already strong team in the off-season
by acquiring several key additions. Now t e lgers
have baseball's best five-man starting rotatl°"Jack Morris, Walt Terrell, Dan Petry,
Tanana (acquired late in '85) and Dave a
(recently acquired from San Francisco). e
Bill Campbell (acquired from the Cardinals) J
young, but talented relief group headed by-Willie
Hernandez. Dave Collins, the speedy switch-hitter
from Oakland, will now lead off for Detro ,
ing Lou Whitaker of that chore. Alan J™*
one of the league's premier shortstops (o y£
can be called better). Catcher is manned by the best
in the business in Lance Parris wi
quired Dave Engle as his back-up. Third base

mains, perenially, as Detroit's Achille's heal.
Rookie sensation Darnell Coles, from Seattle, will
battle the ever dependable Tom Brookens for that
position. Kirk Gibson, Chet Lemon and Collins will
man Detroit's outfield posts with Nelson Simmons
and Larry Herndon as their talented back-ups.
Detroit's main challenge will come from the New
York Yankees.
New York lost the 1985 pennant race in a
photo-finish with the Toronto Blue Jays. On paper,
the Yankees appear awesome, but look a little
closer and see why I feel Detroit will be the "Beast
of the East" once again. Winfield, Mattingly,
Henderson, Guidry and Righetti account for over
65 per cent of New York's offense. So, what hap
pens if they don't produce? Take Don Mattingly for
example. He, I admit, had a great season (35 HR,
145 RBI and a .324 batting average), but consider
these points. Is a 6'0" 175 pound baseball player
going to be a constant power hitter like Dale Mur
phy, Mike Schmidt and Dave Winfield? It is unlike
ly. Secondly, consider his relative "newness" in the
league. Everyone knows who Don Mattingly is
now.
Finally, can any player duplicate a dream
season (35 HR, 145 RBI, and a .324 batting
average) like Mattingly had? No! The point I am
trying to make is how can New York claim the
Eastern crown with such a glaring lack of depth?
After the players mentioned earlier, who is left?
Brian Fisher, Don Baylor and Mike Pagliarulo
could also go in the top echelon. After these
players, there are the aging Niekro brothers,
Phil(47) and Joe (41), the injury-plagued Bntt
Burns and shortstop Bobby Meacham. The lack of
quality pitching combined with the expected drop in
production will be enough to keep New York out of
the series. New York will have to struggle if it in
tends to keep second place from the Blue Jays.
Consider the loss of a very good manager after
winning the American League's Eastern pennant.
I'd call it the "kiss of death." New manager Jimy

Williams doesn't think so, but I do. If any club
loses a proven leader, no one can step in and lead
that club the same way. William's philosophy will
resemble his old skipper's very closely, but not en
tirely. Also consider this: Williams inherits a tough
act to follow in winning a pennant. If recent history
continues as it has, no team repeats (especially in
the tough American League East). Players like
Dave Stieb, Dennis Lamp and Tom Henke will
headline a strong pitching staff. Jessee Barfield,
George Bell and Lloyd Moseby will provide the
bulk of the offense. After Toronto, there is Boston
and Baltimore.
The Boston Red Sox are a "funny" team. They
have a youthful pitching staff led by Oil Can Boyd,
Roger Clemens and Steve Crawford and an aging,
but still potent outfield containing Jim Rice, Tony
Armas and Dwight Evans. Boston also has the top
hitter in baseball in third baseman Wade Boggs
(.368). The Sox have enough offense to compete,
but not enough pitching.
The Baltimore Orioles are rebuilding. Their
pitching staff is still reeling from the untimely
demise of the arms of Scott McGregor and Mike
Flanagan. If they hope to regain any past glory, pit
chers Mike Boddicker, Storm Davis and Don Aase
must have good years. When you say offense, you
mean Eddie Murray and Cal Ripken. Between
them, they slugged 57 homers and 234 runs batted
in. The last two teams are Cleveland and
Milwaukee.
Cleveland will look to Neal Heaton, Tom
Waddell, Julio Franco and Brook Jacoby if they
hope to remain respectable. Milwaukee is undergo
ing major rebuilding. Cecil Cooper, Robin Yount
and Ben Oglivie are its few shining stars.
PREDICTED FINISH
1) Detroit
2) NY Yankees
3) Toronto

4) Boston
5) Cleveland
6) Milwaukee
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JOB/
CLERICAL
Billy T's needs food service workers.
Atlantic Supply Co. needs a
Apply in person; near Mall. No phone
clerk/secretary for their westside of calls please.
fice. Light typing, and general office
duties.Call Mr. John Finke, 233-4593.
DeSoto Hilton needs food service
Fulltime.
workers and other positions are
available. Contact Ms. Butler at
William Lewis needs a typist; computer 232-9000 ext. 118.
experience helpful. Flexible hours, pro
bably 3 per day, M-F. Salary
D'Lites needs cashiers. Also needed is
negotiable. Call 352-3964 to speak with a crew leader. Apply in person, and see
Mr. Lewis.
Mike Swinson. Located near Mall. Say
you heard about the position in the
Brazil & Brazil needs a legal secretary ASC Counseling & Placement Office.
for their downtown office. Shorthand
80 wmp and typing 60 wpm required.
MISCELLANEOUS
Salary negotiable. Fulltime. Call
234-5064; ask for Eileen Fonder.
Youth Worker needed at Port Wentworth United Methodist Church.Call
Hirsch, Asher & Taylor is seeking a
Freddie Wheeler, at 964-4210 or
receptionist part time from 12:30-5:30,
964-4482. 12 hours per week mostly on
M-F. Answer phones, light typing. Call weekends.
Cindy Welsh, 236-5758.
Southern Insurance needs a clerkreceptionist for their firm, I2-5pm or
l-5pm afternoons. Help with filing,
phones, etc. Call Mr. Walter Hagan,
236-2190, for interview appt.
American TV needs office assistant.
Apply in person at 5416 White Bluff
Rd (Near DeRenne Ave.). No phone
calls please. Work part time (9-2 or
2-7pm) or full time. Saturdays re
quired. Job involves posting, making
deposits, making change for sales, and
no typing.
SALES
World Book-Childcraft needs sales
persons. Call Ms.McGarl at 925-1567.
Must have interest in education and
children.
Radio Shack needs Computer Market
Representatives. Contact Melanie Roy,
355-6074, or apply at 19 Chatham
Plaza. Fulltime.
Savannah News-Press needs door-todoor sales workers. Contact Sam Ashe,
236-9511 ext. 353. M-F, 5-8pm.

Dan's Fan City needs sales help. Will
train mature individual. Work 25
hrs/week, M-F 1-6 pm and 9-5 on Sat.
Salary negotiable. Apply in person;
7104 Abercorn (Near Waffle House).

MISCELLANEOUS

WWSA Radio needs person to work in
Scheduling/Bookkeeping in their
westside office. Must be flexible and
computer experience helpful. Call
Truman Conley, 964-7722. Fulltime.

Foley House Inn seeks front desk
clerks and other positions. Located 14
W. Hull St. in downtown Savannah.
Variety in work. Flexible days and
hours. Call Ms. Beardon, 232-6622, if Cablevision seeks computer operator
interested.
to work nights. Southside location.
Must be able to lift 30 lbs. No degree
Castle Heights Academy looks for a required; 6 mos. experience is
maintenance worker to work flexible necessary. Fulltime job. Call Mr.
hours and days. Call Ms. Clifton at Chapline at 354-7531.
925-0367.
Howard's Lab needs individual to
drive to Hinesville, M-F, about 4 hrs. a
day. Use own car and gas.Call Mr.
Oquinn, 233-6602. Some Saturday
work.

ASC Library looks for student to work
on campus in library. Must be
available nights and weekends. 10-15
hrs per week. Call Lynn Fox, 927-5332,
or come by the library in person.
Should be responsible and have own
transportation. $3.35/hr.

Mrs. Harrell is looking for a tutor for
her 2nd grade child. 1 or 2 afternoons a Red Cross seeks shipping clerk to work
week. Call 354-0946 if interested.
about 25 hrs./wk in afternoons, M-F.
Process blood; must take deliveries,
Newman Lounge needs a piano player have valid driver's license. Must like
to work 9:00pm until —Call Bob detail. $4.25/hr. Call Mr. Dukes at
Newman, 354-9297. Fri & Sat nights; 236-4241, ext. 113.
$25 per night.

Frito-Lay needs warehouse personnel. Ben Sheftall Co., needs individual to
25 hrs. per week;flexible. Call Mr. Hall do data processing nights 4am-12noon,
354-6921. Unloading trucks; general M-F. Routine data entry and computer
cleaning.
operations. $4.25/hr. Call Mr.
McGuire, 236-9595, for appointment.
Sands Foods needs warehouse and
delievery personnel. Call Vee Thomp DO AS Motor Pool is looking for a
son, 352-1088. Must be at least 21. mechanically inclined person to gas
l-5pm, M-F.
vechicles and clean autos, run errands.

C&C Maintenance needs janitor to
clean beauty salons after business
hours. Need car; should be reliable.
Work 15-20 hours a week mostly in
evenings and Sundays. Pay approx
imately $4.00/hr. Call Mr. Roberts,
355-9981.

Mrs. Usher needs individual to drive
ice cream truck in the neighborhood of
Go by 11141 Abercorn St. (behind
Cone Graphics is seeking an in Carey Hillards restaurant) to complete your choice. Work your own hours.
dividual, preferably humanities, art or application. See DeLois Berger; call Salary based on commission. Must be
english major, to be a delivery person 944-2011 if you have any questions. at least 21. Call 355-8557 after 6pm.
Speak to Mr. or Mrs. Usher.
and do paste-ups. Phone Ms. Brannen, Work 20-35 hrs a week, M-F.
234-2663, if interested in this afternoon
Want to do light industrial work in
(M-F) position.
Carolina Freight Carriers needs a billstock, assembly, etc.? Call Kelly Ser
ing clerk. 3:30-8pm, M-F. Supervising
Carriage Tours of Savannah needs loading of trucks and some clerical vices and ask for Sue Dewey, 234-5640.
drivers; must be experienced with duties. Call Gary Forbes 964-9610.
Peachtree Health Spa needs health
horses. Flexible hours. Call Diane
counselors
to work 1) Sundays only, 2)
Brandt at 236-6756.
Thunderbird Motel seeks a clerk to
M-Sat., flexible days from 3-9pm. If
work payroll, filing and some front
Tutor in geometry needed. After desk work. Will train. Business/ac you are qualified and interested in
6:00pm, twice a week. Pay negotiable. counting major preferred. Flexible either of these positions, call Rachael
Call Shirley Smith, 354-0783. Lake hours. 20-30 hrs/wk. Call Dan Patel McBrayer at 925-0830. Salary
negotiable.
Mayer area.
234-3496

Friedman's needs sales help. Call Mr.
Palefsky, 234-2133. Work about 25
hours per week; some Saturday work. Math tutor for 9th grader needed to
Vacation Time needs telephone
Retail sales.
work M, T, Th, F after 3:30pm. Call solicitors. Work 4:30- 9:00pm; Call
Ms. Barker, 355-6262 or 356-2025.
FOOD SER VICES/BARS
Linda Newell, 355-6798. $4/hr. M-F.
Truffles Cafe needs dining help. Apply
Downtown service-oriented agency
Carey Hilliards is looking for manager
in person in their mall location. See
seeks Staff Assistant to work after
Price Beall.
trainees. Call Allen Humphrey or
noons, M-F, l-5pm. Make deliveries, Janet McKay, 925-2131, or apply in
restock closets, and take mail. Well
person to full out application. 11111
Wendy's, 11700 Abercorn, has open
rounded personality required. Call Ms
Abercorn Street (southside near ASC)
ings. Apply in person.
Fireall at 233-3067.
No degree required; full time position
Work about 50 hours per week.
Bennigan's needs food service workers
Tempo Clothing is looking for a
and bartenders. Apply in person 2-4pm
manager trainee to work their
on Mon-Thurs.
Memorial Medical Center needs
Chatham Plaza Store. Must enjoy
worker for the Information Desk; greet
public and be able to supervise others.
Morrison's needs food workers. Call
the public and give directions; answer
Flex, days and hrs. Previous retail exp.
352-3521 for more details. Two loca
Phones. Work Sat., Sun., and
good. Contact Ms. Lee Bane at
tions. Must work holidays and 354-3273.
holidays. About 11-12 hours per week.
weekends.
Call Ms. Home, 356-8332.

"CM Accu-counters needs merchan
dising representative to count items in
Maas Brothers stores once or twice a
month. Work flexible hours of your
own choosing; must be self-motivated
and responsible. Meet deadlines. Have
reliable car. Write Sarah Cookson. 200
Gilbert Rd, Fayetteville, GA 30214
with resume enclosed if interested.
CHILD CARE
Debra Moye needs a babysitter (in her
home in Garden City area) to supervise
14 and 6 year old. Work 3-6pm M-F.
Salary negotiable. Call 234-7241 or
964-7812 after 6pm.
Individual needed to care for 7 yr. old
from 3-7pm, M-F. Call Ms. Phillippe,
355-1848. Salary negotiable.
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Bike - Aid

Students Nationwide Pedal Against Poverty
Last August, Stanford students Shaun Skelton
and Nazir Ahmad thought of a new way to get col
lege students involved on a national level with rais
ing awareness of the needs of developing countries.
Their idea was Bike-Aid, a cross-country bicycle
trip that would have not one but six routes.
Bike-Aid '86 will begin on June 16. Students
will s tart in Seattle, Protland, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Houston, and Tampa and converge in
Washigton, D.C. From Washington, the groups
will bike en masse to the United Nations in New
York, arriving on August 11.
Since August, Bike-Aid has become big-time
and big news. Numerous celebrities have become
patrons of Bike-Aid, including five-time Olympic
Gold Medalist Eric Heiden and U.S. Senators Ed
ward Kennedy and Bill Bradley.
Skelton emphasized that the trip will not be
overly strenous and could be accomplished by most
anyone. Covering a daily average of 60 miles, the
bikers will be on the road only four or five hours a
day. Injured or fatigued bikers will be able to ride in
trucks leading and following -the groups.
Skelton and Ahmad said that they hoped that
the trip will help combat world poverty in two ways.
First, they said, it will raise funds; each biker will
solicit enough sponsors and hometown support to
raise between $1,000 and $5,000. The trip as a

whole is expected to raise at least $1 million.
Second, the trip will raise awareness, they said.
Through personal contact, slide shows in each
town, and extensive media attention, they hope that
the problems of developing conuntries will be
brought to the attention of the American Public.
Eighty percent of the money raised by BikeAid will go to self-initiated self-help projects in
developing countries. These projects differ from
relief aaid because they are planned and carried out
by those who are being aided.
The remaining twenty percent of the proceeds
will be split between college fellowships for young
people from developing countries, and support for
development projects in improverished areas within
the United States.
In addition to the practical effects of raising
awareness and raising money, the trip will also have
a symbolic message. Ahmad explained: "The trip is
symbolic of development in general. For in develop
ment, you have to work hard; and you have to
know where you are going.
"By ending in the U.N., which is despite all its
faults still the only truly international forum, we are
affirming that we are all coming together and that
the cause we are advocating transcends limited
perspectives," he said.
The trip's coordinators noted that it is not
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necessary to bike all 3,300 miles of the trip to help
the cause. One could join the group for a day or two
as it passes through his or her home town.
Moreover, biking on the trip is not the only
way people can help out with the effort, Bike-Aid
organizers stressed. Help in the planning and
preparation stages of the trip is needed throughout
the country.
Ahmad and Skelton said that invaluable
assistance can also be given when the bikers pass
through one's part of the country this summer. By
organizing a slide show, dinner, or a place for the
bikers to sleep, one could not only help the bikers
along their journey but also help them to touch
more people, they said.
Those who plan to participate in Bike-Aid
claimed that the rewards of trip will be many: an
ability to effectively and concretely help people in
developing countries, a chance to see one's own
country by bike, and a chance to meet and interact
with hundreds of different people along the way.
Individuals or groups of friends who would
like to participate in or help organize Bike-Aid
should write: Bike-Aid '86, P.O. Box 2306, Stan
ford, CA 94305 (riders should include $5.00 for
registration).
Discount bicycles and return air fares are
available for participants.
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bit costly. But children should not be tried in an
adult courtroom. During the trial, a child is likely to
be confused and frightened by the presence of the
accused and many unknown persons, or impressed
with his unusual opportunity for enthralling a large
audience with his stories. In both cases, the public's
presence may serve to interfere with the child's
power of recollection and narration. So a child
courtroom would do away with the need to exclude
the defendant from the trial and enable the defen
dant and jurors to view the setting.
House bill 289, the "child testimony" bill pass
ed during this 1986 Georgia General Assembly and
is now awaiting the signature of the Governor. This
bill permits a witness to testify to an out of court
statement made by a child who has been physically
or sexually abused. The defendant's right to crossexamination, as pursuant to local rules, would re
main intact. Also, the judge must review the
evidence for reliability. So this bill will allow
videotaping, audiotaping, or a responsible adult
such as a counselor or physician to repeat a child's
story for the jury, rather than make the child testify
himself.
Checking the arrest records of prospective and
current employees who may come in contact with
children is essential. Children do confuse "facts
from fiction"; however, I doubt many instances
would occur when a child would confuse sexual
assault with fantasy. And the proposal suggests that
if there were two arrests, this would add up to
enough doubt about that person, not merely one ar
rest. The public has a right to feel secure when plac
ing their children in nurseries or Boy Scouts, and
children have a right to a healthy, well-adjusted
childhood.
Justice requires that our courts no longer close
their eyes to the human impact of the criminal's
conduct. We must return to a system of justice
which is concerned with the needs and rights of all
our citizens, victims as well as victimizers.
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Funds Discussed
Negotiations are in progress between President
Burnett and Student Government Association
President Angie Porzio concerning what will hap
pen to next year's Student Activity fees. Porzio met
with Dr. Burnett on February 26, 1986 to propose a
decrease in Student Activity fees by four dollars.
Her reasoning behind this request is that at present
approximately $13.50 out of the $20.00 fee is ac
tually going to Student Activities; the rest has been
given to athletics in order to financially cover for a
lack of community support.
Porzio presented the facts to Burnett and re
quested a change in fees which would have Student
Activities fees be spent on Student Activities, and
not on athletics. "If the students are paying two
seperate fees, they should be kept seperate," said
Porzio. The decrease in Student Activity fees would
actually give an increase to the Student Activities
budget (if the monies are actually kept seperate.)
"I feel the students should know where their
money is being spent. If money is collected for Stu
dent Activities, it should be used for just that pur
pose. My main request is that the fees be kept apart.
The students already pay a $30.00 Athletic fee, and
if they are being charged more they should know
about it," stated Porzio. "The Student Finance
Committee is having a hard time trying to allocate
money to Student Activities. Almost every student
activity funded organization is asking for an in
crease from last year. Unless the Student Activity
money is given to Student Activities, we will not be
able to come close to meeting their requests and will
either have poor service or else cut out their func
tions all together."
Dr. Burnett will be informing S.G.A. President
Angie Porzio of his decision in the next week, and
the INKWELL will be informing you of these
results in the next issue.

Western Steer
Family

Over 40 Item
Soup & Salad
Bar

- - - - - -

i

Hot Vegetable
Bar & Fresh
Homemade
Bread

J

11512 Abercorn Street
Savannah, Georgia 31406

2 for 1

$.50 off

Steak Sandwich w mushroom

5 oz. Petite Sirloin

gravy or peppers & onions
with choice of potato

$2.99

regularly $3.39
now only

OFFERS GOOD THROUGH 4-2-86

$2.89

ASC
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Work in the Rockies

The Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Embrace
6 Specks
11 Stretcher
13 Lea
14 Conjunction
15 Studio
17 Pronoun
18 Pigpen
20 Goes by water
21 Edible seed
22 Leak thro ugh
24 Crony:
colloq.
25 Beer ingredient
26 Metal fastener
28 Contradicts
30 Musical
instrument
32 Trick
33 Buries

C L A S

Spend this summer working and living in spectacular
Yellowstone National Park. Yellowstone is an enormous
natural ecosystem in the rugged northern Rockies and
preserves a unique segment of our wilderness heritage. We're
TW Services and we provide visitor accommodations and ser
vices in Yellowstone. We operate hotels, lodges, dining
rooms, cafeterias, gift shops, bus tours, boat trips and horse
rides. Our season begins in May when historic Old Faithful
Inn opens. Many thousands of visitors later, autumn frosts
announce the October conclusion of our summer season.
Many of our 2300 seasonal employees are college
students and our hiring decisions are made from thousands of
applications we receive from January to May. We recruit
hospitality industry professionals for supervisory positions
and skilled tradespeople for numerous functions.
TW Services provides equal employment opportunities
without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex or
age. We are committed to an aggressive Affirmative Action
Program and we actively seek ethnic minority applicants.
We are privileged to provide visitor services in
Yellowstone National Park. A season working in this
beautiful and awesome wilderness can be a memorable ex
periences... many of our employees return year after year.
To request an application, write to:

|
s P O T S
L I T T E R| M E A D O W
A S
A T E L I E R
W E
S T Y
S A I L sfl P E A
P A L
S E E P
M A L T
N A I L
R E B U T s
R E E D R US E
N T E R S
T E N T
T R E Y
U T E
S T A B
R E D
S P A N S
S N A
G R
A N
E R T E D
P I A N o S \E N A B L E
S C E N T
|T R I E S

35 Temporary
shelter
37 Playing card
38 Southwestern
Indian
40 Pierce
42 Crimson
43 Bridges
45 Nahoor sheep
46 Article
47 Put on one's
guard
49 Apothecary's
weight: abbr.
50 Musical
instruments
52 Empower
54 Aroma
55 Attempts

p

•

•

•

•

i
iF

2 Pay heed
3 Near
4 Music: as
written
5 Fondles

DOWN
1 Social rank

•
••

6 Observes
7 Equality
8 Hypothetical
force
9 Drying cloths
10 Perspire
12 Harvest
13 Moth
16 Falsifier
19 Longed for
21 Licenses
23 Devoutness
25 Ponders
27 Confederate
general
29 Conjunction
31 Pulpy fruits
33 Peaceful
34 Asterisk
36 Snarl
37 Snares
39 Heraldry:
grafted
41 Reveals
43 Narrow opening
44 Dispatched
47 Yearly: abbr.
48 Daughters of
the American
Revolution:
abbr.
51 Diphthong
53 Prefix: twice

TW Services, Inc.
Employment Office
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming 82190
(307) 344-7901 Ext. 5327

Moby Dick Deli
Serving You Since 1983

1426 Abercorn Extension (at Largo)
Varsity Shopping Plaza
927-4842

© 1984 United Feature Syndicate

College Press Service

Intramurals
Intramural basketball league play
:nded on Monday February 24. The
inal r esults are as follows:
UPPER LEAGUE
PE Club
Knicks
Bulls
Vipers
MIDDLE LEAGUE
Kamikazes
Magnificent Seven
Fuzzyballs
Instant Karma
ACS
Rambo
Happy Members
Little Rascals
LOWER LEAGUE
Deadline Chasers
Wafwots
Engineering Society
Combs

4-2
4-2
3-3
1 -5

5-2
5-2
5-2
4-3
3-4
3-4
2-5
1 -6

4-2
4-2
3-3
1 -5

The tournament for each league
began on Wednesday, February 26 at
7:30. The results will be given when the
tournament is completed.
The bowlers are still getting

together on Thursday afternoons at
Major League Lanes. This quarter the
league is co-ed handicapped bowling.
The four teams are having a great time
each Thursday. The standings as of
February 13 are:
Dehtes
Lucky Strikes

BS jc

7-5

J; 8

Cheers
The Free Throw contest was held
on Wednesday, February 26 at 12:30.
The results will be given in the next
paper.
The three teams enjoying outdoor
soccer this quarter are: ACS, Engineer
ing Society and Faculty & Friends
The teams participating in Pillow
Polo are Alpha Gam /ACS, PE Club,
and Phi Mu. The women are playing
the matches on Tuesday evenings
following Aerobics.
The Aerobic classes will continue
through Friday, March 7. This is held
during the 12:30 hour and is open to
men and women. The categories in
clude the bench press, leg press, and
military press.

Attention All Armstrong Students,
Faculty, & Staff:
by presenting your ASC ID card to
Moby Dick Deli
you can purchase any sandwich for V2 price
with a free large drink (combos not included)
This offer is good until March 10,1986.

Thank you for making
Moby Dick Deli
Your choice for a better taste.
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 11:00 A.M.-10:00 P.M.
SUNDAY 12:00 P.M.-3:00 P.M.
One sandwich per person per visit
ARMSTRONG
COI.I.F.GF.

I VA RSITY PLAZA

ST JOSEPH'S
HOSPITAL

|-T
•nfrrn
MOBY DICK DELI
Call Us Ahead
Party Trays, Bite Size Sandwich Trays, 4', 5', 6', 7" Sub
Catering and Fund Raising Plans
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Opti-Vforid.
ASC sBest
EyewearVklue.
within 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair.

Special Discounts for
Armstrong State Students.
Amistrong State students are
special to Opti-World. That's
why we offer any student with a
valid ID 15% off purchases at
Opti-World.
Savannah's Only 1-Hour,
1-Stop Vision Center.
Only Opti-World offers pro
fessional eye examination,
Savannah's largest selector
of frames, a complete con
tact lens center, plus an onpremise lab staffed with
skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk m and walk out
with new glasses in just
one hour
Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
Frames and lenses are
„
guaranteed for one vear against
defects in matenals and
workmanship. In
addition, if for
any reason
you're not com
pletely satis
fied with the
look or feel of
your new glasses,
just comeback

One Hour Service—
A
,
^en 7 Days.
A students time is valuable
and class schedules are hec
tic. That's why
we're open 7 EYE
EXAMINATIONS
days a week J
In addition,
our in.Wffl
store
Lgft

J

Convenient Location.
We're conveniently located at
5500 Abercorn Street at Twelve
Oaks du Manche next to
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Phone
352-2020. Eye examinations
biy Donald L. Watson,
O.D. & Associates. For
an_appointment call
"-3478.

CONTACT LENS

FITTING

|WOMEN'S WORLI

DESIGNER WORLD
MEN'S WORLD

lab will have your glasses
" ready m one hour not one
week, or one day. One
: hour In just sixty quick
minutes you'll be on
I your way.

I

